What Happens if I invest in a CEDIF through a RRSP?
Investing in a small or new business is a high-risk investment, investors should not
depend on selling their CEDIF shares or income from their CEDIF shares to fund their
retirement when investing through a RRSP.
Investors wishing to invest through an RRSP should consult with a tax professional
and investment advisor before committing their funds to a CEDIF.
Although, depositing shares into a self-directed RRSP may yield a tax deferral today,
you may have long-term tax and liquidity issues. There is no organized market through
which CEDIF shares may be sold. It may be difficult or even impossible for the investor
to sell them or determine their fair market value. [For more information see Question 11
of the General FAQs.]
When investors reach the age of 71 they will be required to start withdrawing funds or
investments in-kind from their RRSP/RRIF. Investors may be required to report the
value of the CEDIF shares as income even though the shares have not been sold. For
example, say you paid $5,000 for your CEDIF shares and deposited the shares or
invested through an RRSP. When you reach the age of 71 you may be required to
withdraw a minimum amount. You may not be able to sell your CEDIF shares but may
be required to withdraw the investment in-kind. You will still be required to report as
income the fair market value of your CEDIF shares, which may be the original cost of
$5,000, even though you did not physically sell them and you will effectively still own the
CEDIF shares.
Some institutions may not accept your CEDIF shares when converting your RRSP
into a RRIF. Therefore, you may be required to withdraw the shares in-kind and report
their value as income without actually selling the shares.

The NSSC does not provide tax guidance or advice. You should consult with a tax
professional regarding the taxation relating to investments in CEDIFs.

